About The Book
Zoos are amazing places to see and
learn about the many native and
exotic of animals that inhabit this
world. Some animals are plentiful
while others are threatened or in
danger of extinction. Zookeepers not
only feed and care for these animals,
they may also be helping to conserve
and protect whole species through
breeding and “head start” programs.
Follow the extraordinary duties of
these unusual animal helpers in this
behind-the-scenes photographic journal.
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Curriculum Connections
For Creative Minds
The Animal Helpers series highlights the important
work being done to protect, care for and conserve
our wildlife. After learning about the importance
of our zoos and zookeepers children are able to
engage in learning activities that include:
• Building a Zoo Habitat
• Wildlife Conservation
• Zookeepers, Zoologists and Veterinarians
As a non-fiction, cross curricular text Animal
Helpers: Zoos fits perfectly into Common Core, Next
Generation Science Standards and social studies
lessons for grades K-2. Exact standards alignment
and a 15-30 page teaching activities guide are
available on Arbordalepublishing.com.

Classification Information
Understanding that reading level alignment is important
for classroom implementation Animal Helpers: Zoos has
been assessed by the following organizations:
• Accelerated Reader: 3.5
• Flesch-Kincaid: 5.8
• Lexile: 850L
• Fountas and Pinnell: N

Bisac Codes include:

• JNF003220 - JNF/ Animals/ Animal Welfare
• JNF037020 - JNF/ Nature /
Environmental Conservation & Protection
• JNF011000 - JNF/ Careers

The organizations contributing to the Animal Helpers
series are able use the book in their fund raising efforts and
continue to provide wonderful services to animals in need.

About The Author
Award-winning nature author Jennifer Keats Curtis is frequently found among students
and teachers, talking about literacy or conservation. In addition to the Animal Helpers
series, Baby Owl’s Rescue, and Turtles In My Sandbox for Arbordale, some of her
other recent titles include Osprey Adventure, Saving Squeak: A River Otter’s Tale, and
Seahorses. Jennifer resides in Maryland, with her family and a wide variety of pets. Visit
her website at www.jenniferkeatscurtis.com

About The Contributors
Along with providing beautiful photographs John Gomes and Patrick Lampi of the Alaska Zoo; Patti Clark of
the Austin Zoo; Jeff Bill, Robyn Johnson and Carey Riccardone of the Maryland Zoo; and Brint Spencer and
Jason Fantuzzi of the Turtle Back Zoo have all shared their vast knowledge to ensure accuracy in the pages
of Animal Helpers: Zoos.
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Related Titles By the Author
Animal Helpers:
Rehabilitators
This photographic
journal takes readers
“behind the scenes” at
four different wildlife
rehabilitation centers
where animals are nursed back to health
and released into the wild.

Animal Helpers:
Sanctuaries
This photographic
journal takes readers
“behind the scenes” at
five nonprofit sanctuaries
and rescue zoos, and
one care farm, that have
opened their doors to animals in need.

Baby Owl's
Rescue
Imagine: Turtle eggs in
your sandbox! When
Maggie finds a nest, she
“turtle-sits” until the
babies can safely hatch
and grow big enough to be released.

Turtles in my
Sandbox
What if you found a
baby owl in your back
yard? Would you know
what to do? Where
would you go to find
help? Join young Maddie and Max as they
learn a valuable lesson from a little lost owl.

